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Overview:

- The resilience of small businesses is important for society as a whole.
- The path to reopening may seem daunting for small businesses, particularly those who have never faced a crisis before.
- The guide focuses on eight pillars which are designed to prompt consideration in areas which are important for re-emergence.
- It is crucial not to lose sight of running your business at the same time as investing in your business resilience.

Resilience for small businesses:

- For small businesses or micro-businesses, resilience is about keeping going when things are bad, and to adapt in adversity.
- For recovery there is a need to move away from survival and to take stock of when things are going well.
- Currently, confidence among small businesses is not high and there are many practical challenges faced in moving towards recovery and back into growth.
- There are multiple practical difficulties for small businesses which play a large part in the ability for businesses to function in the day to day. While resilience might not be a main concern when faced with direct, practical challenges, it is important to articulate the benefits of embedding resilience to deliver strong, sustainable business outcomes.
- Many of the buzzwords banded around today do not land with small businesses and are, in fact, difficult for small businesses to think about. To gain traction, we must convey to small businesses that there are benefits to be attained in the short and long term through investing in their resilience.
- We need methods to engage small businesses with resilience and sustainability agendas for their own long term good.

Going beyond the traditional:

- Many businesses do not see a return to the workplace as we would traditionally envisage, and the guide works as a good starting point in assisting business owners, operators and managers in facing and adapting to their new realities.
- The eight key pillars in recovery are:
✓ Prepare – Commit time, resources and ownership to review your business preparedness so you can respond in the best way.
✓ People – Keep your workforce supported and engaged. They are your most critical and valuable supporters.
✓ Process – Adjust to the demands of your business; this is supported by having the right policies and procedures in place.
✓ Patrons – Stay connected to your customers by keeping them informed and engaged.
✓ Profits – Consider your cashflow and adjust the business plan and supply chain, as needed.
✓ Place – Consider your workplace location, what risk factors there are, and ensure the safety of your staff.
✓ Promotion – Seek out promotional assistance to increase your business presence.
✓ Practice – Monitor, evaluate, assess, and implement across your business process and procedures.

- Many of the pillars of the guide have legal connotations of which business operators need to be aware.
- A proactive approach in the areas mentioned in the guide will make re-emergence easier for small businesses.

Other considerations:

- Planning is crucial, whether it is existing and formatted or made up on the go; cementing a direction in a plan provides a focus for output.
- Engaging and communicating plans with your people is vital as is allocating and defining responsibilities in the delivery of your business plans.
- Knowing your finances in detail is integral to re-emergence. Whether in a pinch point or in a time of success, a good financial overview will allow your business to cope, adapt and thrive.
- Aligning the interests of your people with the success of your business provides greater scope for resilient outcomes. For smaller and micro-businesses, it is often easier to implement staff incentives and to bring people on board in a vision for success than it is for larger, less agile organisations.
- There has to be a ‘carrot’ (incentive) approach to bring small businesses along in a resilience agenda.
- It can be an isolated environment for small and micro-businesses, and developing a sense of community and shared experience are important elements in recovery.
- Businesses to an extent have been resilient through their experience of Covid-19. This should be used as a building block to take stock of what the strong points were and build upon them.

The webinar recording can be found here. The guide can be found here.

Further resources provided by the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) on sustainability can be found here.

Thanks were expressed to Facebook and Russell-Cooke for their help in creating the guide.
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